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rodin s hands, claudel s head sex and sculpture at the fin-de- - sex and sculpture at the fin-de-siècle
professor david getsy dept. of art history, theory & criticism ... with a major exhibition of rodin and claudel held
at the detroit institute of arts. ... each student in the graduate seminar must present an illustrated research
presentation 45 minutes in length (including discussion). ... an interpretation rodin's adam - metropolitan
museum of art - illustrated for gallimard in 1888.11 however, the main source for the adam planned in
conjunction with the gates of hell was undoubtedly michelangelo. 1. clare vincent, "rodin at the metropolitan
museum of art," mmab 38 (spring 1981) p. 3. 2. albert e. elsen, rodin's gates of hell (minneapolis, 1960) p. old
masters and young geniuses - muse.jhu - auguste rodin, 19061 an object to me is the product of a
thought. robert smithson, 19692 tables 6.1 and 6.2 are based on a survey of all the illustrations of sculp-tures
made by seven selected modern sculptors that are contained in 25 textbooks of art history. table 6.1 ranks the
seven sculptors by the total fernand khnopff by robert l. delevoy (review) - project muse - fernand
khnopff by robert l. delevoy (review) emiel bergen leonardo, volume 15, number 2, spring 1982, p. 168
(review) ... in rodin's studio: a photographic record of sculpture in the ... what elsen's book gives us is a
fascinating expansion ofthis the museum of modern art - "it is a testimony to the soundness of rodin's art
that the present 'revival' (which dates from the late 1940s) is the product of no single country, writer, critic,
magazine or museum, nor is it the result of fashion. the renewed interest in rodin is international in scope,"
albert elsen writes in the monograph accompanying the exhibition.* the museum of modern art release
no. 105 - moma - the first thorough analysis in english of the work of auguste rodin, written by albert e.
elsen, has been published by the museum of modern art, in rodin, professor elsen sets into historical
perspective the prodigious achievement of the late-nineteenth century french sculptor who revolutionized
sculpture and deeply influenced modern artists. s t a nford med icine - stanford university - least to the
early 1990s, when surgery professor robert chase, md, and rodin authority albert elsen, phd, challenged
medical students to find clues of medical conditions in the rodin sculpture garden — located conveniently near
the medical school. fourth plinth how london created the smallest sculpture ... - trans seán hand,
(stanford, ca: stanford university press, 1991), pp. 224-25. [1]auguste rodin, in conversation with a canadian
newspaper reporter, cited by albert e. elsen in rodin’s thinker and the dilemmas of modern public
sculpture(new haven and london: yale university press, 1985), p 29 ... 3-1995 true confessions? university of kentucky - stood both from the vantage of the sexual atti- albert elsen, on the influence of
rodin's erot tudes of fin-de-siècle vienna and from the psy- ic drawings on schiele's work. elsen offers new
chological state of the artist, it is due at least in insight into schiele's drawing practices, propos 363 gott ted
comp. don't leave me this way 1994 art aids - 45 packer william henry moore an illustrated biography
artist moore henry * ... 317 elsen albert in rodin's studio a photographic record of sculpture in the making 1980
artist rodin * 318 marlo tim rodin 2001 artist rodin * 64 schneider bruno john rood's sculpture 1985 artist rood
john *
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